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Place and date: 
 
The public participation process of the Hungarian Dialogue on the implementation of the WFD in Agricultural 
Water Management was evaluated mostly during the specific sessions of four regional and one national level 
Dialogue meeting. The conclusions have been also discussed by the Communication and PR Section of the 
Hungarian Hydrological Society and the Council of the GWP CEE.  
 
Facilitation of the meetings: providing technical support 
 

• Istvan Ijjas, professor of Department of Hydraulics and Water Resources Engineering, BUTE , 
coordinator of the Dialogue 

• Representatives of the following organisations: 
o MoARD – Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Development 
o MoEW – Ministry of Environment and Water 
o Union of the Water Management Associations 
o GWP – Global Water Partnership, Hungary 
o WWF – World Wild Fund for Nature, Hungary 
o ICID – International Commission for Irrigation and Drainage, Hungarian Division 
o Hungarian Hydrological Society 
 

 
Objectives of these sessions: 
 

• To discuss the role and advantages of social learning in the implementation process of the WFD; 
• To gain first-hand experiences on the opinions of the stakeholders on the organisation of the Dialogue 

procedure; 
• To estimate the awareness of the participants for involving the general public and their level of 

recognition on the importance of the public involvement; 
• To evaluate and discuss together the lessons learnt during the previous Dialogue meetings and to 

exchange ideas for the solution. 
 
Introduction of the Initiation 
 
In the Dialogue process the public participation was a key-issue from the beginning. Starting with the first 
Dialogue, all the meeting had a session treating with the evaluation of the event and with the collection of the 
suggestions and opinions of the participants. In these meetings almost all Water Management Associations 
(WMAs) were represented by their directors, elected presidents and chief engineers. The organization of a 
separate event focused on the public participation was mentioned by the WMAs, so the selection of this key-
question was a bottom-up proposal (from the WMAs to the Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Development 
(MoARD) and the Ministry of Environment and Water (MoEW).  
 
The background documents (demonstrating the requirements and deadlines of the WFD and the Hungarian 
legislation, summary of the EU Public Participation Guidance Document, the main provisions of the tendering 
processes, etc.) were sent to all participants before the meetings transformed to comprehensive form for the 
non-professionals too. There were 2 kind of opinions raised during the small group negotiation sessions held in 
the afternoons, the proposals for activities (on “what to do” and “how to do”) and the opinions on the 
involvement of the public (the frame of the involvement – WMAs’ point of view).  
 
Participants of the sessions: 
 
As these meetings formed part of the Dialogue meetings, the participants were the same persons. These persons 
are involved in the Dialogue process from the beginning, so they are familiar with the requirements of the WFD 
and with the main tasks relating to its implementation. See the list of the participating institutions in Annex I. 
 
The process of the meetings: 
 
In the meetings the participants were asked about the key questions, and we summarised the opinions, in the 
second part we asked their proposals and remarks about the public participation process in general and 
specifically in the implementation of the WFD in the agricultural water management. This questionnaire is 
based on the Questionnaire formulated by the leading institutions of the WFE Global Dialogue. 
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The key-questions discussed and the responses were the followings: 
 
How the stakeholders were involved in the process?  
 
The Ministry of Agriculture and Regional Development, the Ministry of Environment and Water, WWF – 
World Wide Fund for Nature, Hungary, ICID Hungarian National Committee, two universities and the National 
Union of Water Management Associations were involved into the Dialogue. 
 
Water Management Associations (WMAs) are independent organizations playing important role in solving rural 
water management tasks. Members are individuals or agricultural companies having land or other properties 
within the area of interest of a WMA, and therefore being locally interested in the protection against water 
induced damages including excess water as well. Presently there are 76 WMAs in Hungary covering almost the 
whole territory of the country. Members contribute financially according to the value of their property. The 
Ministries proved to be committed partners showing not only political will, but also providing financial support 
to the local level dialogues organized in the countryside, as well as delegating high level officers to help 
facilitate the meetings and draw conclusions. WWF-Hungary, the ministries and ICID National Committee 
were instrumental supporters by providing keynote lecturers and facilitators at the meetings and giving 
professional expertise. The consortium was based on mutual interest and created a constructive atmosphere for 
the whole process.  

How the Dialogue was linked to the political process and institutions?  
 
Dialogue results were well communicated to competent ministries. Information for decision makers on practical 
obstacles encountered in the field and on local preferences are prerequisites of implementing the Dialogue 
results. This process however is time consuming and as envisaged the Dialogue will last until 2006. 
   
Regarding the CEE countries located in the Danube River Basin, both GWP-CEE and WWF are observers with 
the International Commission for the Protection of the Danube River (ICPDR), which includes governmental 
delegates of the countries sharing the basin (the most complex one in the world in terms of number of countries 
involved). ICPDR provides the multilateral setting of the implementation of Water Framework Directive. 
Observers are not idle parties at the meetings; they bring expertise and from time to time volunteer or are 
requested to contribute with issue papers, like the recent one on public participation in connection with the 
implementation of WFD. They are active partners in the lasting political process of joining the EU and able to 
influence the decisions of this international body including EU members states and associated countries as well. 
The CEE Dialogue consortium (GWP, WWF and ICID) therefore can put through the ideas, recommendations 
and results of country and regional meetings directly by its observers and indirectly through country delegates. 
This is the case in the Danube basin, where six out of the ten CEE countries can be found.  
 
The representative of WWF Hungary is member of the Interministerial Committee for the Implementation of 
WFD and the Union of the Hungarian Water Management Associations and the Hungarian Hydrological 
Society is a priority NGO partner of the Hungarian Ministry of Environment and Water in water and 
environmental issues. This assumes a possibility for representing the interest of the stakeholders.  
 
What are the major obstacles/constraints that need to be overcome?  
 
There were some obstacles of the Dialogue processes: 

• the guidance documents for the implementation of WFD were still under development and the 
documents are not understandable for the non-professionals, 

• a large amount of information is covered by the guidance documents, 
• the difficulties of the common understanding of the provisions of the WFD with regard to the rural 

water management aspects, 
• the difficulties of the simplification of the professional terms and provisions under the WFD making 

them understandable for the non-professional participants of the Dialogue process,  
 
Most of the WFD documents are not understandable for the general public and also not for the professionals 
who are not familiar with the WFD. The WFD is focussed on the planning for programmes of measures to 
achieve the environmental objectives. It should be explained for the public, how this planning will be integrated 
with the planning of measures to achieve the social and economic objectives (e.g. integration with the plans 
called “sector plans” in WFD).  
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The further discussion on the best approaches and tools for country dialogue processes would be very useful. 
The dialogue has not been finished, many problems remained unsolved, yet some actions are undertaken at 
various levels to improve environmental quality in rural areas. 
 
The key elements of the knowledge-base for the CEE WFE Dialogue in the next phase of the Dialogue will be 
the guidance documents completed by the EU CIS Working Groups. It should be considered a key issue how to 
adopt these guidance documents – the main knowledge base for the implementation of the EU Water 
Framework Directive - in the agricultural areas in the CEE region with regard to the specific CEE conditions. 
The international exchange on the practical application and adoption of the guidance documents would be also 
useful (e.g. tool-box/approaches for integrated river basin management planning). 

 
Who were the key stakeholders in the dialogue process and what procedures have been applied to assure 
full stakeholder participation?  
 
Organizations/stakeholders represented in the Dialogue process: 
 
Union of the Water Management Associations, 
Water Management Associations (76 WMAs) 
Global Water Partnership Hungary, 
WWF Hungary, 
ICID Hungarian National Committee,  
ICID ERWG,  
ICID ERWG Drought Work Team,  
ICID ERWG Water Framework Directive Work Team 
Hungarian Hydrological Society, 
Hungarian Association for Agro-Sciences, Session of Water Management, 
Ministry for Agriculture and Rural Development, 
Ministry for Environment and Water, 
County Authorities of Ministry for Agriculture and Rural Development,  
Budapest University of Technology and Economics 
Local governments 
Local environmental and nature protection NGOs 
HarmoniCOP (from 2003) 
 
What Dialogue support tools have been used?  
 
The overall aim of the Dialogue (the stakeholder/public engagement) was to support the successful 
implementation of the WFD in agricultural water management. The relative emphases within the overall 
engagement process were the active public engagement and reporting and evaluation of the process. 
 
The main techniques used:  

• The social learning approach was extensively applied  (“to learn together how to manage together”).  
• The knowledge base was developed for the Dialogue (simplification of the WFD documents by 

experts) and the WFD information was disseminated on the WEB system of the Union of Water Management 
Associations and the Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Development. 
 
Dialogue meetings were organised in four regions of Hungary including small group meetings and plenary 
sessions. Session facilitators and reporters were invited. National meeting on the synthesis reports of the 
regional meetings were held. Three meetings in each regions (12 meetings all together) and three national 
meetings were organised in 2003. In 2004 was organised international conference too, with the cooperation of 
Geographical Information Systems International Group (GISIG) which had a separate session treating with the 
connection of the public participation and the GIS. As part of the Dialogue process were organised 8 meetings, 
6 on training and tendering – introducing the new requirements and possibilities, the participants were the 
WMAs, one on the same issue, but for the individual farmers, and one aiming the collection of the suggestions 
and opinions related to the public participation at general. 
 
The knowledge base was developed and the reporting in English for the CEE WFE Dialogue was made by 
consultants and by the invited speakers.  
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The first outputs of the EU HARMONICOP FP6 project were also considered in the planning of the Hungarian 
Dialogue. It was learned that there are a lot of news on the implementation of the WFD that are not known by 
the public and also by the professionals. In these conditions the social-learning has a high importance. The 
organisers of the Dialogue process have learned together with the representatives of the farmers and the local 
water managers how to understand and implement the provisions of the WFD in agricultural water 
management. 
 
The participants from different regions of Hungary have learned from each other the best agricultural, 
agricultural water management and wetland management practices. During the Central and East European 
international Dialogue process the representatives of the participating countries have learned their common 
interests and also the best practices for the implementation of the EU laws and the WFD. 
 
Is there sufficient research/knowledge backing to support the issue under discussion/consideration or 
there is a need for more background studies/research?  
 
 Some changes are likely to be required to implement public participation requirements associated with the 
WFD. In the next phase of the Dialogue local Dialogue meetings should be organised, involving the local 
farmers. There are sometimes thousands of farms sharing the sub-basins covered by a Water Management 
Association. Currently the tools for Dialogue/PP in local scale are studied and evaluated by the Hungarian WFE 
Dialogue Consortium and also by the HarmoniCOP team of the Budapest University of Technology and 
Economics. 

The agriculture is a critical sector of the EU. The sustainable agriculture requires the careful implementation of 
the WFD. The social and economic aspects and plans should be considered. A “Win-Win Solution” should be 
achieved and the Dialogue could provide a useful help. 

 
What outputs do you see emerging from this dialogue? How do you plan to document the learning, 
experiences and processes?  
 
The major outputs of the Dialogue were as follows: 
 
The conclusions of the Dialogue were submitted to the EC by the Hungarian Water Director and most of the 
comments and proposals of the Hungarian Dialogue were considered in the final version of the EC Working 
Document “The WFD and tools within the CAP to support its implementation”. 
 
Four Water Management Associations agreed with the WWF to start common pilot projects for the planning of 
measures to achieve the good status of wetlands and/or reactivate former flood plain areas in sub-basins covered 
by the Associations.  
 
The major outputs on the PP processes and social learning:  
 
The understanding and common understanding of the agricultural water management aspects of the WFD and 
the tools of CAP for the implementation of the WFD are also the main results of the second phase of the 
Dialogue. 
 
The organisers of the Dialogue have learned from the evaluation meetings and questionnaire that the Dialogue 
was successful, however on the basis of the responses it should be developed and continued. The social learning 
process seems to be very efficient.  
 
 The use of internet for the dissemination of the information and also for some parts of the consultation, the 
“social-learning like” discussions on the hot agricultural issues of WFD, the dialogue between the 
representatives of WWF and Water Management Associations, between the representatives of public 
administration, the farmers, the nature protectors, the water managers and the academics, the system of small 
group meetings, regional and national meetings could be considered as the most efficient elements of the 
Dialogue process.  
 
In the next phase of the Dialogue the local farmers (thousands of land owners per Water Management 
Associations) should be involved. The Dialogue Consortium is working on the plans and approaches for the 
first pilot local Dialogue processes.  
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Immediate output – an agreement was launched between WWF and the Union of Water Management 
Associations in Hungary on four common pilot studies (implementation of WFD in a large drainage system). 
 
General considerations and opinions about the public participation activity  
 
Among the proposals for activities there were points addressed to the organization of events, to enhance the 
communication with the public (involvement of the locally affected NGOs; information of the public via the 
local media, press) and to create capacity for the public involvement on the side of the WMAs (organization of 
individual Dialogue meetings treating with the PP).  
 
In the session treating with the method of involvement, the great part of the opinions mentioned to the 
importance of the establishment and maintenance of the trust of the stakeholders and the legitimacy of the 
project and participating institutions (to offer harmful alternatives, to show examples for the successful 
implementation e.g. pilot projects, to demonstrate clearly the vested interests, and to establish the continuous 
two-way communication with the stakeholders).  
 
Emphasis was placed on the importance of the public participation, and outlines the capacity of the WMAs on 
fulfilling the tasks defined above.  
 
It was identified as a starting problem that it is not possible to organize the involvement of the public in the 
frame of the meetings of the WMAs because of the low level of interest from the members’ side. (For this 
reason it was proposed above the organization of individual Dialogue meeting to educate first the staff of the 
WMAs). On the other hand the Associations would need support to the MoARD on ensuring the access of 
comprehensive, creditable and up-dated information for the public (and the WMAs too). 
 
It was mentioned the importance of the establishment of the focus-points, with the management of locally 
interested persons, because only at this level it is possible to convince the farmers. There was a proposal on 
using these focal-points on the education of the farmers about the environmental – including tendering – 
legislation, because the lack of this knowledge is a significant problem. Other task of these focus points could 
be the identification and involvement of the interested stakeholders on given projects.  
 
The most significant statements were:  
 

 It is essential the public support (receptivity) for the Associations on fulfilling the requirements of the 
WFD.  

 It is essential to make more active the stakeholders. To reach this aim, it is important to establish 
coercive provisions mostly connected to the financial supports. 
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Annex I. Participants of the meetings: 
 
Organising institutes 
 
Organisation Position 
MoARD – Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Development Chief counsellor 
MoEW – Ministry of Environment and Water Chief counsellor 
WWF – World Wild Fund for Nature, Hungary Expert 
ICID – International Commission for Irrigation and Drainage Hungarian representative 
NUoWMAs – National Union of Water Management Associations Secretary 
 
 
 
Dialogue meetings in Hungary, 2003-2004 
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The Hungarian Water Management Associations and the 4 regions of the Dialogue 
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List of participating WMAs and MoARD County Offices in the meetings held in 2004 
 
Szentes, 23.03.2004. 
 
Organisation Position 
Water management Associations  
Dunamenti és Kiskunsági Water Management 
Association 

Director 

Homokhátsági Water Management Association Director 
Bácska – Margittaszigeti Water Management 
Association 

Director 

Kiskunmajsa és környéke Water Management 
Association 

Direcor 

Tisza-Kunsági Water Management Association Elected President 
Csongrád és környéke Water Management 
Association 

Elected President 

Tisza-Marosszög Water Management Association  
Szeged és környéke Water Management Association Elected President 
Dél-Békés Water Management Association  
Kőrösi Water Management Association Elected President 
Nagykunsági Water Management Association Elected President 
Kőrös-Berettyói Water Management Association Chief Engineer 
Berettyó Water Management Association Director 
Hamvas-Sárréti Water Management Association Elected President 
Mezőtúr-Tiszazugi Water Management Association Elected President 
Délpest-megyei Water Management Association Elected President 
  
MoARD County Offices  
Bács-Kiskun MoARD County Office Head of Department 
Csongrád MoARD County Office Chief Enginner 
Békés MoARD County Office Head of Department 
Jász-Nagykun MoARD County Office Head of Department 
 
 
Nyíregyháza 25.03.2004. 
 
Organisation Position 
Water management Associations  
Erdőháti Water Management Association Elected President 
Tiszaháti Water Management Association Chief Engineer 
Újberegi Water Management Association Elected President 
Felső-Szabolcsi Water Management Association Elected President 
Nyírségi Water Management Association Elected President 
Hortobágymenti Water Management Association Director 
Taktaközi-Királyéri Water Management Association Elected President 
Bódva-völgyi Water Management Association Chief Engineer 
Sajó-Zangóvölgyi Water Management Association Elected President 
Eger-Tarnavölgyi Water Management Association Chief Engineer 
  
MoARD County Offices  
Szabolcs-Szatmár-Bereg MoARD County Office Head of Department 
Heves MoARD County Office Head of Department 
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Cegléd 24.03.2004. 
 
Organisation Position 
Water management Associations  
Ipolymenti Water Management Association Elected President 
Zagyvavölgyi Water Management Association Elected President 
Galgamenti Water Management Association Elected President 
Tápió-Hajta Water Management Association Elected President 
Mátraalja Water Management Association Director 
Dél-Pest megyei Water Management Association Director 
  
MoARD County Offices  
Pest MoARD County Office Chief Engineer 
Nógrád MoARD County Office Head of Department 
 
 
Zalaegerszeg 30.03.2004. 
 
Organisation Position 
Water management Associations  
Zalaegerszeg Water Management Association Director 
Kisbalatoni és Zalamenti Water Management 
Association 

Chief Engineer 

Rinya-Dombómenti Water Management Association Elected President 
Észak-Somogyi Water Management Association Elected President 
Szigetvár Térsége Water Management Association Elected President 
Drávamenti Water Management Association Director 
  
MoARD County Offices  
Somogy MoARD County Office Head of Department 
 
 
Mór 06.04.2004. 
 
Organisation Position 
Water management Associations  
Délbalatoni Water Management Association Elected President 
Kaposvölgyi Water Management Association Director 
Kapos-Koppányvölgyi Water Management 
Association 

Elected President 

Baranya-csatorna-menti Water Management 
Association 

Director 

Szentlőrinc térsége Water Management Association Elected President 
Tenkes Water Management Association Elected President 
Pécsi Kelet-Baranya Water Management Association Elected President 
Szekszárd-Paksi Water Management Association Chief Engineer 
  
MoARD County Offices  
Tolna MoARD County Office Head of Department 
Baranya MoARD County Office Head of Department 
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Lengyeltóti 07.04.2004. 
 
Organisation Position 
Water management Associations  
Mosonmagyaróvári Water Management Association Elected President 
Kapuvári Water Management Association Elected President 
Őrségi Water Management Association Director 
Nagyhát-Kemenesalja Water Management 
Association 

Chief Engineer 

Balatonfelvidék Water Management Association Elected President 
Pápakörnyéki Water Management Association Director 
Győri Water Management Association Elected President 
  
MoARD County Offices  
Vas MoARD County Office Head of Department 
Veszprém MoARD County Office Chief Engineer 
Sopron MoARD County Office Head of Department 
 
Kalocsa, 29.10.2004. 
 
In this meeting the participants were individual farmers having property in the area.  
 
Berettyóújfalu 19.11.2004. 
 
Organisation position 
  
MoARD Department for Water Management counsellor 
DHV Hungary Ltd. counsellor 
National Inspectorate for Water and Environment-
Protection 

Head of Department 

Ecsedi Láp Kraszna bal parti Water Management 
Association 

Director 

Berettyó Water Management Association Director 
Hortobágymenti Water Management Association Director 
“Eurofalu Zsáka” Public Company Director 
“Eurofalu Zsáka” Public Company Vice - director 
Geogold 2002 Public Company Director 
Self-government of Mezőpeterd   Mayor 
Self-government of Zsáka Mayor 
Self-government of Csökmő Mayor 
Self-government of Szentpéterszeg  Mayor 
Self-government of Biharkeresztes Mayor 
Self-government of Hencida Mayor 
Self-government of Berettyóújfalu Mayor 
Self-government of Berettyóújfalu Rural development manager 
Union of the Self-governments of Bihar County President 
 
 
 
 


